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Arabic Studies: Teaching
• We are rated 2nd in the 2017 Complete University Guide (subject:

Middle Eastern & African Studies), ahead of Oxford (3rd) and

only behind St Andrews (1st). The table takes into account entry

standards, student satisfaction, research assessment and graduate

prospects.

• Our courses will equip you with a sound understanding of how

Arabic works, the confidence to use it effectively in a range of

academic, social and professional situations, and an awareness of

the diversity of its social and cultural functions.

• Our primary focus is Modern Standard Arabic, with teaching led
by world-class research on literature, film and visual culture from
the Pre-Islamic era to the present day.

https://www.thecompleteuniversityguide.co.uk/league-
tables/rankings?s=Middle+Eastern+%26+African+Studies
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Arabic Studies: Research
• Our research on Arabic culture, literature and translation

studies feeds into undergraduate and postgraduate courses that

explore a dazzling variety of cultural forms and their historical

contexts, looking at topics such as: Middle Eastern Cultures,

Arabic Literature, Middle Eastern Cinema, Arabic Linguistics

and Dialectology and Translation Studies.

• The 2008 Research Assessment Exercise judged 75% of our

research activity to be in the top two categories (4* world-

leading and 3* internationally excellent). In the 2014 Research

Excellence Framework, the whole School was assessed as a

single unit: 75% of our research was judged to be 3* or 4*.
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First-Year Modules: Ab initio Stream

Arabic Language 1B: intensive work on grammar, speaking,
listening, writing, reading, leading to lower intermediate
proficiency by the end of the year (double module)

Introduction to Middle Eastern Cultures: a general
introduction to the cultures of the modern Middle East in
their religious and historical context and to prepare students
for further critical study of the region and its cultures.
(single module, optional)
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Second-Year Modules
Arabic Language 2: consolidation of grammar, oral, translation, listening 

and written skills, including preparation for the Year Abroad

Arabic Literature: introduces students to the reading of modern Arabic 
literary texts in the original language and to prepare them for the more 
advanced and specialised study of Arabic literature in subsequent years

Middle Eastern Cinema: introduce students to established and emerging 
cinemas from the Middle East. Students will view films from Iran, 
Turkey, Israel and the Arab world (the Levant and North Africa) to 
understand the socio-cultural and historical context in which these 
films were produced and screened

Persian: introduces the basic structures of Persian grammar and is 
designed to teach students to read, understand, write and speak modern 
Persian
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The Year Abroad

Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco

•Study placements at accredited institutions. 

• Opportunities for Volunteering and employment

experience (arranged by students themselves)
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Final-Year Modules
Arabic Language 4

Specialised Translation 

Arabic Linguistics and Dialectology

Trends in Modern Arabic Literature and Film 

Literature of the 19th Century Arabic ‘Nahda’

Identity and Alterity in Classical Arabic Literature

Dissertation in Modern Languages and Cultures

Extended Dissertation in Modern Languages and Cultures
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Employability

• Destination figures for 2016-17 leavers were excellent, with 91% of

MLAC leavers securing employment and/or going on to further

study within six months of graduating. This is above the University

average of 88%.

• Arabic graduates go to various national and international

employability routes, including working with international

organisations, e.g. UN and its various organisations, teaching,

translation, research, civil service, among others.
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Further Questions

• Dr Aziza Zaher – A36 

(aziza.zaher@durham.ac.uk)

• Ms Salima Jaljule – A53

(salima.jaljule@durham.ac.uk)

mailto:aziza.zaher@durham.ac.uk
mailto:salima.jaljule@durham.ac.uk

